Adapted Game Controllers Websites

http://benheck.com  This website contains information on the “Access Controller” which is a one-handed gamepad. All of the controls are on one surface and the curved bottom allows the user to place the unit on a flat surface or their leg, so that they do not need to hold it. The user of the gamepad can move the modules which control the game to different locations that are the most comfortable or appropriate for a specific game. It works with PlayStation 2 and 3 and also PC game formats.

http://quadcontrol.com  This website provides information on a mouth controlled joystick for PlayStation 2 video games and the joystick for X-Box 360.

http://accessibility4gamers.com  This website provides information on gaming with various types of disabilities – visual, auditory, physical and also learning disabilities. It does not appear to sell products but has articles, forums and other interactive features.

http://www.robertflorio.com/games.html  This website contains reviews on adaptive controllers and various videogames. Created by a quadriplegic, this site also contains information on disabilities and artwork.

http://www.broadenedhorizons.com/videogaming.htm  Provides information on a one handed game controller which is suitable for PS2, PS3, Xbox 360, PC Computer, Xbox, and GameCube with optional adapters. These devices are no longer being manufactured and supplies are limited. Website also has a switch adapted Nintendo Wiimote package and many other adaptive devices.

http://www.ablegamers.com  Website is listed a community for disabled gamers and features stories, blogs, forums, and reviews of products.

http://www.oneswitch.org.uk  Site features news, stories, blogs about gaming for disabled folks as well as a large link to shopping for various adaptive gaming tools.

http://www.eDimensional.com  Features an access controller which allows gaming control with just one hand. Other items available include 3-D glasses for gaming, voice recognition gaming devices and pro-headsets.

http://www.arcess.com  This website provides an online accessible games lab. Visitors to the site are able to play brief versions of upcoming games and provide feedback on accessibility issues. The goal is for each game to be accessible for all, playable as single switch games.

http://www.gimpgear.us  Website features unusual products and solutions for wheelchair users who have upper extremity issues. Products include adaptive controllers for video gaming accessibility.

http://www.game-accessibility.com  This website is part of the Dutch Foundation for the Disabled Child project that focuses on the accessibility of games for people with disabilities. It informs gamers about accessible games as well as being a resource for producers of these games.